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Kokoro Marketing &
7 Marketing Basics
I help marketers, CEO’s, and owners of small businesses and
high-tech companies who feel overwhelmed at the thought of
lead follow-up and digital marketing, We'll do your marketing
and marketing automation for you – or teach you how!

BIO
Cindy Zuelsdorf (literally) grew up in one of the highest pressure business environments - broadcast television. In
an industry fueled by high-touch, face-to-face relationships, she cut her teeth selling tech to companies ranging
from NBC to NASA. After decades learning things the old-school way, Cindy discovered sales and marketing
automation and began using new systems for repeatability and success.
Fast forward to the present, Cindy and her company Kokoro Marketing help small and medium size high tech
businesses do the same. Kokoro's specialty lies in the rare skill of taking scattered technical platforms and
transforming them into a cohesive, finely tuned, time-saving, revenue generating engine - all while keeping the
‘human-to-human’ approach intact. Cindy’s book “7 Marketing Basics” recently hit #1 on Amazon's Marketing for
Small Business category. Cindy co-authored the recent book “Female Entrepreneur’s Playbook” which hit #1 in 10
Amazon categories including Women & Business.

QUOTE
"Biz owners of companies, big and small, marketers and friends kept calling me and asking for marketing advice.
They wanted to know what was working and how to do it and they needed results fast. But there’s so much info out
there and everything is changing so quickly. Who has time to figure out what steps to take next? I was doing a
marketing basics course with anybody and everybody who called. Finally, I had a realization, I needed to formalize
all of this advice, all of the experience gathered from my company Kokoro Marketing, and our sales experience, so it
could benefit more people. The result is “7 Marketing Basics: Do Less and Sell More,” the book and the online
course."

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Lead gen and lead follow-up
Marketing automation
Marketing for entrepreneurs and small business
Marketing for high tech
Writing
Webinars and events
Interviews, teaching, speaking

RECENT APPEARANCES
KitPlus.TV
Voice America's The Future of Now
Marketing Leaders Circle
Small Biz Chat Interview

